
Live from the Cape May Hawkwatch! 

Week 1 Extensions 

• Science: Create your own raptor! You can draw it, build it, or write about it. 

Make sure it has the standard characteristics of a raptor (talons, sharp beak, 

good eyesight), but get creative about the rest! What does your raptor eat? 

Where does it live? What special adaptations does it have? 

 

• Math: Explore Osprey data. Use trektellen to graph the number of Osprey 
observed from the hawkwatch from 2016 to 2019. What is the average 
number of Osprey counted each year? Judging by the number of Osprey 
counted so far in 2020, do you think it will be an above or below average 
year? (Hint: click on “graph” and then “year totals” and compare to 
observation hours) 

o Watch the NJA Trektellen Tutorial to learn how to navigate the live 
data website! 

 

• Language Arts: Descriptive Writing. In Bird Studies at Old Cape May, 

Witmer Stone (ornithologist) describes Osprey:  
 

Out over the ocean the Fish Hawk flaps his way up or down the coast and upon sighting 

his prey in the water below, with wings partly closed and feet extended, he drops like a 

plummet, striking the waves with a splash and with a force that frequently carries him 

entirely beneath the surface. One diving bird (August 5, 1920) disappeared for five 

seconds but emerged with his fish safe in his talons and made off at once for the 

mainland. 

 

Spend at least 5 minutes observing a bird or other wild animal. Take notes 

on what you observe, being as descriptive as possible about the animal’s 

appearance and behavior. 

 

• Social Studies: Research current hunting practices. What types of birds are 

hunted in New Jersey today (NJDEP website)? What rules/regulations are in 

place to make sure the birds are not overhunted? How can responsible 

hunting actually benefit bird conservation?  

https://youtu.be/rddtAsSnbGg
https://www.nj.gov/dep/fgw/hunting.htm

